DATA AGGREGATION & ANALYSIS FOR
THE HEALTH SECTOR

INTRODUCTION TO REPORT

The aim of this document is to act as a showcase of what Healthview’s bespoke
analytical technology can produce.
This document will show how Healthview can help you understand the opinions
analysis highlighting major issues across a region or through a more focused

Healthview has been created with the aim to help identify key
actionable points with the aim of improving the Health sector.
The technology behind Healthview has been tailor made to discover these
patterns amongst data relating to the Health Services, Housing, Welfare &

Whilst Healthview can accurately identify key patterns and issues amongst the
data, Healthview’s partner, HootVox helps by collecting this data from the
sending out questionnaires to individuals to help improve the data collection
process.

Healthview’s technology has been built to work closely with HootVox’s
system to allow easy integration & rapid deployment across
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COVERAGE DIAGRAM
Healthview can help understand a large variety of subjects within the Health sector.
The diagram below shows the subjects covered by our technology.
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PATIENT BREAKDOWN EXAMPLE
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STAFF BREAKDOWN EXAMPLE
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Whilst understanding your patients is essential, Healthview can also help you
by utilising HootVox’s data collection suite, Healthview can present consistent
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CONCLUSION & INSIGHTS

Healthview understands that presenting the analysed data is useful but
gain an insight.
Healthview aims to do this by utilising state-of-the-art technology to
quickly be able to understand and recognise any consistencies in a
collection of data.
All of Healthviews insights are presented in a clear and easy-to-understand way with the aim for the reader to be able to quickly identify clear
actionable points.
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ABOUT HERTZIAN

Healthview has been developed by Hertzian Ltd
Hertzian specialise in discovering patterns in large sets of data through the use

Data storage solutions, Hertzian build industry focused solutions with the aim
of helping it’s clients understand their customers in a truly unique way.

www.hertzian.co.uk
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